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Soul eater spirit fanfic

Group chat and text logs from DWMA before, below, and immediately after Marie Mjolnir and Franken Stein wedding.--Tsu Black☆Star, please ... I don't want Maka to kill you... Beretta Babeshe already tried to kill me today, soybe carefulBLACK☆STARIm not worriedIm invinciblealso Maka could not hurt me if she
wanted, she loves me too muchMaka has books to readdon't push luck Language: English words: 3422 Chapters: 2 /? Kudos: 10 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 64 Nuovi arrivi alla Shibusen: un'arma che ha appena scoperto i suoi poteri e che nasconde un enorme segreto; un maestro senza arma a cui not interessa nulla delle
lezioni e un'altra arma alla quale è stata nascosta la verità per molto tempo ... Molti nemici li attendono, ma forse solo uno è reale ... quello che si nasconde nell'ombra e participant ... Tutti i protagonisti e tanti nuovi personaggi in una saga avventurosa e divertente in puro stile Soul Eater!!! Part 1 by Polvere Incantata - Le
avventure di Lucy, Simon e Kevin Language: Italiano Word: 20970 Chapters: 8/ 30 Hits: 19 Death the Kid Is Not Human. When it comes to fighting mysterious witches and going up against powerful magic weapons, this is an advantage. In relationships but ... not so much. With powerful enemies moving toward D.W.M.A.
and madness threatening to rip them from the inside, the Kid and his team must work together to navigate the strange forces, quirks and culture of being a god of death for the academy and the world to end. Post anime because manga wrapped up too neatly for more stories. Weekly Language: English Words: 111 863
Chapters: 42/60 Kudos: 236 Bookmarks: 36 Hits: 5849 We all know the story. The witches kept a near unbreakable sway over the world, abusing their magical powers with ruthless abandon until the Grim Reaper led a war against them with humanity, breaking their grip and defeating their evil... but perhaps the story is
not as clear cut as the history books say. This is the story of a Dead Scythe daughters, and the people they love. Language: English words: 21963 Chapters: 3/? Kudos: 5 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 52 Show me the most damaged parts of your soul, and I will show you how it still shines like gold. - Nikita Gill. You started out as
strangers, and you knew nothing about each other, but the mistakes and the misunderstandings. But after being thrown into a distasteful scheme, it may be inevitable to become something more. (Death the Kid x reader) - updates weekly Language: English words: 22895 Chapters: 13/30 Kudos: 35 Bookmarks: 4 Hits:
590 After all, this is what you've always wanted, isn't it? Part 27 of Nonconvember 2020 Part 156 of Poll Fics Language: English Words: 705 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 6 Hits: 205 Fighting the Kishin Was Difficult. Finding a nanny who won't raise your children from the top of the Shibus as in the Lion King is even harder.
Language: English Words: 19158 Chapters: 4/7 Kudos: Bookmarks: 23 Hits: 1480 You Say You Trust Me Again? Stein asked. Already? The spirit cleared his throat. Not quite, he admitted. But I'm not asking to move back in with you. I'm asking you to use me. Part 3 of Relearning Each Other Part 3 of NSD writes Soul
Eater Language: English Words: 2297 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 4 Hits: 40 Getting Out of the Slums of New York was something Liz thought she could only dream of, before she finally saved the money to move as far away as possible. In the middle of the Navada Desert was the most remote, most inconspicuous place she
could imagine. After the move, the only thing left to worry about was settling down to have a normal life with Patty. Can't be that hard, can't it? Things are always easier said than done.80's au that literally no one asked for. Very Thompson Sister / Kid heavy. Language: English words: 15373 Chapters: 6/? Kudos: 34
Bookmarks: 4 Hits: 450 He remembered what Stein had once told him: This is just an experiment, Spirit. Just an experiment, Spirit assured himself. Many trials are necessary to reach the right conclusion. Language: English Words: 3768 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 10 Hits: 60 She hated her hands. Their bruteness
overcompensated for her inexperience, palm and stubby fingers unmarred by the tribulations of life. It didn't matter how tight or how long they could hold on when what mattered most slipped between them like grains of desert sand. He hated his hands. When they made music, it was stained with a darkness that furrowed
the judges' eyebrows and shook their parents' heads. When his spindly fingers danced along the keys, they reminded him of a dying spider bone. The spider fingers swallowed her knuckles whole, and she grabbed him tight enough to leave indentations on his skin. Language: English Words: 29444 Chapters: 4/5 Kudos:
55 Bookmarks: 11 Hits: 676 everyone sees their love within a moment of being around them. they are both too stubbornly unaware of realizing it.-please don't read this it quite sucks, but they give me feelings. read also im sorry for adding to the obvious hints on spirit/stone yall I can't stop thinking about them.-yes, I'm
writing a soul eater fic in 2020 smh Language: English words: 1129 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 27 Hits: 175 Stein hadn't been himself in the past. The past week he had behaved strangely, the Spirit would find him standing over the kitchen sink late at night and staring motionless into the drain. Where Stein has an episode,
and Spirit (tries) to give comfort. Language: English Words: 1422 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 9 Hits: 61 Are You Trying to Make Me Trust You Again? Stein let out a cloud of smoke. It lingered around his head. If I were, would it work? Part 2 of Relearning Each Other Part 2 of NSD writes Soul Eater Language: English Words:
1271 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 15 Hits: 86 I Need to Talk To You. You're a fucking creep, Stein, he. turn away. Fuck you. Part 1 of Relearning Each Other Part 1 of NSD writes Soul Eater Language: English Words: 1824 Chapters: 1/1 Kudos: 18 Hits: 97 Nov 7, 20XX. Stein, Franken Begin: Experiment 31n31n will be a
biologically engineered device, capable of preforming all human functions. Reason for experiment: The Spirit will not stop talking about his daughter and how difficult it is to care for her. I've created a tank to simulate the human growth process. The process will be sped up, as 9 months is far too long to wait. Stone-Or;
Stone bio-engineers a child. He's over his head. Language: English words: 1127 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 5 Hits: 42 What If Instead of Guns, Maka, Black Star and Kid Get Pokemon? Now they don't fight witches and kishins, but Kishin Cult and Team Salem instead while they're still fighting to be pokemon masters. In a new
region with new rules, gym managers, and even new pokemon, The Soul Eater characters go on a grand pokemon adventure of their own. I have blood and violence, but I don't really have good descriptions of it. Rated T-ish. Language: English words: 8278 Chapters: 2/? Kudos: 4 Hits: 22 In a world where everything is
black and white until you find your soulmate, you learn to navigate grayscale. When Soul, an agent tasked with recruiting agents for the FBI's technology department, gets a tip about Maka, a sharp-witted hacker flying under the radar, their story has to be a colorful one. For SoMa Week 2018's complementary theme.
Languages: English Words: 44355 Chapters: 8/11 Kudos: 281 Bookmarks: 54 Hits: 3636 When they graduate from high school, Maka and Tsubaki decide to enjoy one last summer trip together before heading off on different paths for college. The plan is to have a simple summer fling to help them both get over their first
loved ones, but that plan can only fall apart when they meet and get to know Soul and Black Star during the summer holidays. Language: English Words: 142 396 Chapters: 27/27 Kudos: 10 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 278 Stone Smirked. He went over to the Spirit to take the towel and for a moment touched their hands and
they locked their eyes. Embarrassed, Spirit fends off his eyes and notices a speck of blood left on Stein's cheeks. He stretches up to wipe the blood from his face, but Stein grabs his wrist and pulls him tightly, locking lips. Language: English words: 5515 chapters: 5/? Kudos: 9 Hits: 345 Kidd, the Thompson sisters and
Crona stood awkwardly in the death room waiting for the others to show up. Marie, Lord Death and Stein seemed to be deep in the conversation, but were too far away for them to hear. Kidd hated being out of the loop. Why are we here father? It's a Saturday, Kidd yawned. Lord Death turned around and came cheerfully



to the middle of the platform. Stein and Marie followed more slowly and stood aside. Well, we have some big, News! Lord Death said in his usual lively behavior. Suddenly, Black*Star jumped down from who knows where and landed on top of the giant mirror. Have! I'm the big star here, no news is bigger than me! He
laughed uncomfortably. Black* Star, come down from there, this is probably important, Tsubaki called up to the Black Star when she walked into the room. Hey, don't start the party without us. It would be so not cool, Soul went in followed by Maka. Black * Star finally jumped down and landed in front of them,
unfortunately for him, he got Maka chopped. After he recovered, they all joined the others on the platform. Oh, I'm so sorry. Professor Stein, Frøs Marie, what are you doing here? Maka tilted his head. Well that's the news, Lord Death chimed i. Huh? Soul asked since he hadn't paid enough attention to realize that Lord
Death hadn't actually said anything about the news since they came in. Marie couldn't hold back her excitement anymore: Stone and I are getting married! What?! all students except Soul shouted. Way to go doc, Soul fist-bumped stone, Glad it worked for you. All the students turned to gawk at Soul. Soul, you knew?
asked Tsubaki. Yes, I helped the professor so that he wouldn't do anything stupid like putting the ring in a dissected animal, Soul mourned. Crona looked a little sick at the thought of it. The macahudd: It's disturbing how necessary it probably was. Stein chuckled. Hey, Lord Death waved his massive hands around in the
air. Everyone looked up to see what the harvester wanted. What else is there? Liz raised an eyebrow. Yes, what else? What else? Patty moved. Lord Death jumped up and down like an agitated child. Well, the wedding is going to be held here at the academy and Dr. Stein and Ms. Marie will take leave until after their
honeymoon. Isn't that nice? He said enthusiastically. Even if it's very nice for them, Dad, who's going to teach us? Kidd stared at his father with a stern expression. Just then, the Spirit stepped in and looked mentally exhausted. Ah, Death Scythe, where you are, Lord Death turned to meet him. The Spirit trudged onto the
platform and stood before him. I'm sorry I'm late, sir, Spirit looked like he had a headache, you know what those two might be like. Stein laughed: She got you again, didn't she? The Spirit ran over to Stone: You! You knew about this you didn't?! Actually, it was my idea, Stein smirked. Spirit ran off to a corner, curled up in
a ball and hulked: ... Betrayal... so mean ... Why... A short time later, two new people entered the room. Okay students, I want you to meet your temporary instructors, meister Alexander and meister Shadow, Lord Death gesticulated to them as they Room. The one he had indicated that Alexander seemed uninterested
and the girl named Shadow smirked when she saw Spirit in the corner. You have to mess with me, they don't seem old enough to be teachers, Soul pointed out. Don't let look fool you Soul, Shadow is actually older than she looks, Stein stated. Marie and I have some things to take care of, we'll see you all later. Stein and
Marie waved goodbye before leaving the death room and heading home. Okay kids, why not show these two around. It's their first ever inside Death City, so I expect you to make them feel welcome! Lord Death shooed them all out the door. I hope they have a better sense of direction than Ms. Marie, Crona thought
when they all started walking down the hallway. After turning a corner, Maka stopped in front of the door of the class crescent. This is our classroom and where to teach while you're here, Maka smiled, gesticulating for them to enter the room. Shadow found her way to the front of the classroom and sat at the top of the
desk and Alexander leaned against it on the right. So, Professor Alexander, what are you going to teach? asked Soul. Please call me Alex, I'm not really a professor, and I don't want to teach you anything, Alexander smiled politely. What? Kidd raised eyebrows, but my father said you wanted to be our interim teacher.
Correction, Shadow jumped out of the desk, he said we would be your temporary teachers, plural. I want to be the one who does most of the teaching though. But you're the younger right? Tsubaki looked worried. Alex snickered earn himself a glare from Shadow. Actually, I'm older than Alex, she sighed. No way, Liz
furrowed her eyebrows, you don't look much older than me, let alone him. Alex was about to laugh again until he saw the death glare Shadow gave him. Well, she's twenty-two, Alex pulled, she's older than me, not much, but she is. Many members of the group looked confused. She's the oldest one here, and she's going
to teach us? I don't know if I can handle this, Crona moaned. You're not the only one, Soul commented. Yes, right! Black * Star laughed, There is no way you are older than Tsubaki. Just look at you! He pointed his finger at Shadow and laughed again. What do you mean? Shadow huffed and leave your hands on your
hips. You are shorter than she is and you are breasts are smaller, Black* Star said bluntly. Shadow got up right only to slant again when she realized she was actually a little shorter than Tsubaki. Why are you complaining, my tits are perfectly fine, and they're at eye level short stuff! Shadow crossed her arms just below
her chest. The group had shifted to form a tight circle the two. Alex, knowing that this went south and fast, went between them. Shadow, Alex gave her a skeptical look, I don't think you can say such things to your students. Hmph, I'm just a submarine, I'll tell you what I want, she stopped, I don't know why Stein wanted
me to be the one to teach anyway. Yes, you do, but he's crazier than I thought if he thinks you'll do it, Alex rubbed his temple. The circle spread a little and Tsubaki took the opportunity to take the Black * Star and pull him back. Do what? Liz asked. He expects her to fight in front of students so they can study her, Alex
explained, we usually fight as a team, but since we're in Death City now we have to work with guns if we were to fight properly. How can two meisters be partners? Maka looked curious. Shadow decided to re-enter the conversation: Outside of Death City, we use man-made weapons and our soul wavelengths. Shadow
gave Alex a warning message not to contradict her. Perfect, Black*Star smirked, if you don't want to fight in front of students, then maybe you just have to fight one. Black * Star, you can't seriously challenge our new teacher to a fight, Kidd so disbelieving, Have you completely missed the fact that Stein personally chose
her? Kidd's right, it's a bad idea, Alex reasoned, I'm pretty sure one of the reasons Stein picked us is that a few years ago we almost kicked him in the ass... Maka's eyes widened, and it looked like she wanted to ask what was happening. Yes, right! Black*Star laughed: You're just afraid to fight a star as big as me! Nice,
challenge accepted Black * Star, Shadow smirked. Shadow... Alex warned. To keep it fair, no weapons, man or otherwise, she added. Excellent, we can do it in the woods behind the school as soon as this fucking trip is over, Black*Star agrees. Idiot, Alex said under his breath. Maka sighed, she just had to remember to
ask about it another time. They left the classroom and started walking the hallway to the rest of the school. Anyway, patty chirped, why are you called Shadow? You don't look very dark. You're so pale! What's with your hair? Even your eyes are pale, a pale gray. Patty, don't be rude, Kidd screamed at her. Well, I prefer to
think of my eyes as blue, but sometimes they look gray because of the color of the light that hits them, but I promise that they are actually blue. As for my hair, it's called being a ginger, and eye color stuff is actually common with ginger as well as pale skin, Shadow explained. So why are you called Shadow, liz pushed.
As for that, Alex sighed, I hope you never find out. Let's leave it on it and finish the trip.
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